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ABSTRACT
Tile results of research performed at Stanford l_esearch Institute
for the Electronics Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration on Contract NAS 12-59 are summarized in this final report,
which comprises Volumes 1 and 2. Analytical studies of performance feed-
back and analysis-synthesis adaptive systems are discussed. It is shown
that the theory of combined estimation and control (combined optimization
theory) constitutes the mathematical framework for adaptive control prob-
lems and that the adaptive systems described in the literature are approxi-
mate solutions of this general problem. The concept of measurement
adaptive systems, where information is treated as a state (or resource)
variable, is introduced; a general solution to this problem is derived
and readily computable special cases are given.
The steps of this research effort, as well as additional results
pertaining to reliability and space vehicle tracking applications, are
summarized by a series of seven technical memoranda generated in the
course of the study and reproduced in their original form in Volume 2
of the report. The problem of maximizing the expected service rendered
by a system comprising unreliable components is formulated as an optimal
control problem. The minimization of errors in tracking space vehicles
with large radio antennas is treated as a problem of combined estimation
and control to which the linearized Kalman-Bucy-Koepcke theory is applied.
A digital computer program simulating the operation of the resulting
optimum tracking system was written and tested.
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I INTRODUCTION
The present final report, summarizes tile work performed by Stanford
[/esearch Institute for tile Electronics Besearch Center under Contract
NAS 12-50, ent itled"itesearch on tile l)esign of Adaptive Control Systems."
A. Objectives of the Study
The initial objectives of Lhe project, as spelled out in the Statement
of Work, are repeated here:
(1) The objective of this research is to obtain quantitative
procedures for the design of control systems for space
vehicle applications which adapt to changes in the en-
vironment affecting the performance of the control
systems .
(2) The contractor shall supply the necessary personnel,
facilities, services, and materials to accomplish the
work set, forth below:
1tern l--On the basis of the existing state-of-the-
art of adaptive control system design, study the
application of these methods to typical space vehicle
control systems. Consider passive, active, and com-
bined methods for achieving control-system performance
that is essentially invariant to changes in the sur-
rounding environment. Evaluate and compare these
methods from the point of view of obtaining quantita-
tive procedures useful to a control-system designer.
Item 2--Based on the results obtained under Item l,
undertake to extend the method(s) which appear to
offer the most promise for application to future
space vehicle control-system designs. The desired
procedures should provide the simplest configuration
for the control system, keeping in mind that relia-
bility is a major goal in future designs, as well as
the best adaptive performance.
Item 3--Perform preliminary evaluation of the result-
ing methods and competitive designs, using computa-
tional aids, to determine their potential effect on
future space vehicle applications.
B. Summary of the Work Performed
The results obtained in the course of the study were documented in
three quarterly reports, 1'2'3. and seven technical memoranda, 4"10 which can
be found in Vol. 2 of the final report.
The principal subjects discussed in the three quarterly reports are
as follows:
In Quarterly tteport 1,1 the existing state-of-the-art of adaptive
control system design was evaluated, after completion of a systematic
review of the literature on the subject. A preliminary attempt to
classify the variety of designs into broad categories was made, and the
possibility of using the adaptive concept for tracking and attitude con-
trol was discussed.
In Quarterly Report 2, 2 an analytical formulation of "Performance
Feedback" adaptive systems was given. This class of systems was shown
to be describable by stochastic differential or difference equations,
the parameters of which determine the system's performance, i.e., immu-
nity to performance measurement noise, time response of the adaptive
loop, and coupling between the primary and the adaptive loop. Finally,
a linearization approach was suggested for determining the optimum coef-
ficients of the generally nonlinear differential or difference equations
governing the adaptive system.
In Quarterly Report 3, 3 the problem of generating all optimal linear
control for a plant consisting of two parts, one controllable and one
uncontrollable, was studied in detail. The calculation of the [/iccati
equation becomes much simpler in this situation, which is characteristic
of many practical problems involving the tracking of space vehicles and
stars by means of antennas or lasers.
The resulting simplified computational procedures were used in the
optimum satellite tracking program, the implementation of which consti-
tuted a major project effort. This program, described in greater detail
in ttef. 10, comprises two parts, namely:
(1) An estimator which is derived by applying optimal linear esti-
mation theory and performing the appropriate linearizations.
The output of this first part is an estimate of the state of
the satellite and of the tracking system.
*References are given at the end of the report.
(2 A controller which is obtained by making the necessary linear-
izations and using optimal linear control theory. The control
law generated by this second part forces the angles of the
anter_na to track the corresponding satellite angles.
Th s computer program, the major parts of which have been run suc-
cessfully on sample satellite trajectories tracked by a representative
85-foot parabolic radio antenna, is not at present sufficiently fast for
real-time work. Its principal merit is that of an evaluation tool. With
a given set of antenna and measurement characteristics, it yields optimum
results in the above-defined sense and thus constitutes a yardstick for
investigating alternative tracking configurations. In addition, it pro-
vides a tracking structure which capitalizes on the precise mathematical
laws governing the motion of the satellite to improve tracking perform-
ance. This same tracking structure had been originally suggested by one
of the authors, 11 based on heuristic arguments, but the optimum approach
was determined in the course of this project. It is reasonable to expect.
that as a result of fairly straightforward approximations, the program
can be speeded up for real-time applications where tracking accuracy has
a high premium.
(_. .%urnmary of the Main Results
The main results obtained in the course of the project are summa-
rized below.
An extensive review of the literature of adaptive systems was made,
and a preliminary categorization of the various adaptive concepts into
analysis-synthesis (AS), performance feedback (PF), model-referenced, and
low-sensitivity systems was obtained. 1
In view of the disagreement among experts as to the precise defini-
tion of adaptive systems, certain classes of systems generally accepted
as being adaptive were singled out for detailed study; these systems are
characterized by their property of improved performance under conditions
of change and uncertainty.
The general mathematical framework for studying these classes of
adaptive systems is the theory' of combined optimization, of which they
constitute special cases and approximations. 9 The two main classes are
AS and PF systems.
.\ c_lmprehensive analytical study of PF systems was tart'led out. A
mathernatical model for describing the approach frequently used t_ measure
the gr'adient of performarlce was found, and a design procedure approxi-
muting the combined _ptimization solution by linearization was given in
[{ef. 2 and is further discussed in the present report.
iX similarly comprehensive analytical study of AS systems was carried
out, and a design procedure approximating the combined opt. inlization solu-
titan by linear'izat ion was given. 9 Low-sensitivity systems are included
as a subclass of .,\.'S systems. These systems are discussed in this report.
.*\l_ apparently new class of adaptive systems, in which the measure-
ment subs\_stem rather than the controller is adapted, has been studied
with some mathematical detail; this class of systems, termed measure-
ment adaptive systems, also constitutes a special case of combined opti-
mization. It is discussed in Sec. VI of the present report.
The motivation for designing adaptive systems in preference to more
conventional systems was investigated. This motivation was found to be
twofold, namely
(I t Improved performance in the presence of change and uncertaintx
(2) Simplification of the measurement and/or controller subsystem
and reduction of the need for accurate plant models.
As an important practical application, the performance enhancement
of sxstems with unreliable subsystems was investigated. The pr_posed
systems are designed in such a manner that the function of the healthy
subsystems is adapted to the mission requirements.
As another important application, the general prob]em of tracking
arid attitude control was investigated, 4's'1° and a computer program for
optimizing the performance of a radio antenna tracking a satellite was
written. The major part of this program, which implements the linearized
equations of optimum estimation and control (an approximation to combined
optimization) has been debugged and should be valuable as an evaluation
tool for various NASA departments concerned with high-precision tracking
and attitude control. Although the present program is concerned with the
problem of accurately controlling large radio antennas, it can be modi-
fied to encompass various related fine pointing problems, notably those
found in earth-space laser communication systems.
A program |'_r at,tacking the essential problems of adaptive system
rese_lvchhas been established and is discussed in Sec. \'l I I-B,
"[tecommendations," in this report.
1). General l)iscussion on Adaptive Systems
A major difficulty encountered in the course of the project was to
define adaptation and to distinguish an adaptive system from an ordinary
feedback system. This situation is further complicated by the existence
of the so-called learning s>stems, described, for example, in ttefs. 11
and 12 and discussed in ,See. V.
:\tter careful consideration of the various definitions proposed in
the liter'ature, notabl} _ by Cooper and Gibson, 13 Truxal ,14 Aseltine,15 l.ee ,16
Zadeh, 17 and Kalman, 18 it _as decided that none of these definitions en-
compassed all the concept, s commonly referred t`n as adaptive nor provided
a clear distinction between adapt,ire and nonadaptive systems. It was
therefore decided that` no useful contribut,ion would result by stating
sti I1 another definition, and that it would be preferable to list the
terms of reference of t,he study by describing the various concepts com-
monly accepted as being adaptive.
I. Principal Adapt`ire Concepts
The adapt,ire systems described in the control literature are often
cat,egorized into two classes, namely
(1) Analysis-synthesis (AS) systems
(2) Performance feedback (PF) systtems.
The ,A.5 system concept, discussed (among others) by Leet6and
Bellman, 19 operates in the following manner: The state measurements
received b}' the sensing system are anal'/zed, with the aim of modeling
the imperfectly known parameters of the state transition equations, and
a control signal suitable for forcing the inferred (or "identified")
process (plant) is thereafter synthesized. This is shown in the block
diagram of Fig. 1.
The PF system concept, discussed (among others) by Cooper and
Gibson, 1"3 Aseltine,15 Eveleigh,2° Burroughs,21 Draper and I_i,92 Osburn,23
l)onalson, 24 and Dressier, 8'25 operates in the following manner: The
actual performance of the s)'sttem is measured, and a control designed to
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FIG. 1 TYPICAL ANALYSIS-SYNTHESIS (AS) SYSTEM
either maintain the actual performance equal to the reference perfor-
mance or to maximize tile actual performance is generated by the adaptive
controller C0; the primary controller is C 1. This is shown in the block
diagrams of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
Performance feedback systems vary widely, depending oil what is
meant by "performance. " As representative examples of performance, tile
following are quoted:
(l) Maintenance of constant transient response despite parameter
changes in the plant equations
(2) .Minimum rms error between system input and system output in
the presence of changing signal and noise sources
(3) Minimum expenditure of fuel in the presence of parameter
variations which upset the tuning of an engine.*
*This is the well-known "optimalizing" systern applied by Draper and Li to an aircraft piston engine as
ear IV as 1949. 22
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FIG. 2 (a) PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK (PF) SYSTEM TO MAINTArN
PERFORMANCE n" EQUAL TO REFERENCE PERFORMANCE r,'*
BY ALTERING A CONTROLLER PARAMETER
(b) PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK (PF) SYSTEM TO MAINTAIN
PERFORMANCE 77 AT A MAXIMUM WITH RESPECT
TO THE PARAMETER _ BY FORCING ct_./a(9 TO EQUAL ZERO
If mainlenance of an invariant transient response is sought, tile
resulting adaptive system is often termed "model-reference. ''2;_'z{£Z8 It',
on the other hand, it is desired to maintain performance at a minimum or
maximum, the resulting adaptive system is often r_ferred to as "bottom-
seeking" or "hill-climbing." For their adjustment, these systems rely
on some measure of the gradient of performance with respect to the pa-
rameters Lnavai lable fnr adaptive adjustment.
In addition to these two main classes of adapl ire systems (AS and
PF), there is the apparently new class of measurement adaptive (MA) sys-
tems, discussed in detail in Sec. II of this report. The distinguishing
feature is as follows: In AS or PF systems, adaptation occurs with re-
spect to the plant inputs, whereas in MA systems, adaptation occurs with
respect to the sensing subsystem inputs.
2. Selection of Adaptive System Concepts
In view of the distinction made between AS and PF adaptive systems,
the designer would like to have rules of thumb which would all()w him to
decide at a very early stage of the design procedure which adaptive
approach is best suited for his practical problem. Depending on the
precise nature of the practical problem under discussion, either or both
of the two fundamental approaches toward adaptation carl be used. This
fact will be clarified by means of the following three examples:
Example f: It is desired to design a control system containing a
linear plant with slowly varying parameters (e.g., coefficients of the
transition matrix) such that the transient response to input commands
remains invariant.
The PF approach would consist of implementing the desired transient
response under the form of a model and altering the free parameters
in the controller in accordance with some measure of the error between
the system's output and the model's output. This gain adjustment can
either take place directly, as discussed in Fiefs. 8 and 25, or one may
attempt to null the gradient of a convex function of error with respect
to the free controller parameters, z_24
The AS approach would consist of identifying the variable plant
parameter and of generating a control such that the poles of the closed-
loop system coincide with those of the model, which now does not need to
be physically implemented.
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Example L): It is desired to design a control system that maximizes
a variational performance criterion of the form
J
k
g
g
Z l(x, ,u ,i)
z=k
= present discrete time
= terminal time, (1)
given the plant
x_+ 1 _x_ + Fu k (2)
One or more of the elements <O,j, ")"0 are imperfectly known.
The simplest AS approach consists of identifying the imperfectly
known parameters ;'ii' ),j and of generating an optimal control based on
the best last estimate of these parameters. For variational problems of
the type discussed, the PF approach is usually not feasible, since the
actual performance J is not available until terminal time K. There are
two exceptions to this statement, namely:
(1) The variational problem is repetitive over the periods
(O,K), as would be the case for batch processes. Under
these circumstances, the gradient of J with respect to
the free controller parameters _ can be computed.
(2) The optimal trajectory x*(t) does not depend on the ©i ' Yij"
Under those circumstances, a model referenced scheme i'orclng
the actual output x(t) to track x* t) can be implemented.
Example 3: The internal combustion engtne discussed in Bef. 2 and
in Sec. IV is to be controlled in such a manner that the fuel consump-
tion rate _ is minimum. This is achieved by finding the best ignition
angle _ in terms of the air density p. No measurement of p is made.
In this example, the PF approach would appear to constitute the
only feasible scheme. However, one may take the point of view (actually
taken in Sec. IV) that the parameter perturbation mechanism which pro-
vides the gradient )rT/?# identifies the unknown state ?_/?_ and there-
after forces the gradient to become zero by acting upon _. The opera-
tions of analysis and subsequent synthesis are quite apparent, and it
would seemco be difficult to draw a sharp distinction between the AS
and t)1" approaches in this particular example.
To summarize, the following conclusions are stated:
l) Depending on the practical situation under consideration,
either PF, AS, or both approaches can be used in principle.
Tile instrumentation required may well differ, however. /"or"
instance, in the first example, the PF approach requires a
measurement of the error x*-x, whereas the AS approach does
not.
2) If the criterion of performance is of a variational nature,
the AS approach constitutes, usually, the only feasible
approach.
3) It does not appear possible to state a priori which of the two
approaches provides the best performance when both are possible.
To compare performance, it is necessary to complete the design
and then compare performance. In later sections it will be
stated that the PF and AS approaches constitute approximations
of varying quality to the combined optimization problem.
Depending on the precise nature of the problem under consider-
ation and the adaptive structures postulated, one or the ather
of these approaches may be better.
4) If one takes the point of view (actually taken in Sec. IV)
that the "performance" or performance gradient feedback data in
the PF approach act as state variables rather than performance
indices, the sharp distinction between PF and AS approaches
disappears. In both cases, an unknown parameter or state is
identified, and an adequate control is generated in accordance
with the output of the identifier.
3. Purpose of Adaptive Systems
From the examples discussed in the previous section, it is clear
that one of the principal aims pursued by the designer of an adaptive
system is to increase the system's performance in the presence of un-
certainty. Uncertainty may enter into the equations in several different
ways, notably:
(l
(2
(3
Uncertainty about the initial state x 0
Uncertainty about a constant parameter value, such as
Uncertainty about a time-varying parameter value, such as
_(t)
10
(4/
(5)
(6)
(]ncertainty about the statistical characteristics of the ran-
dora effects which perturb the system. (These systems have
been studied by' Bellman. 19)
[lncertainty about a final state pursued by a hostile system.
(A discussion of this problem, which is related to the theory
of differential games, is given in Hef. 26. )
Uncertainty about the performance criterion governing the
motion of a hostile system. This problem again is related to
the theory of differential games.
In addition to uncertainty, the following reasons have motivated
the devetc_pment of adaptive systems:
{1) Simplification of the instrumentation subsystem
(2) Simplification of the controller subsystem
(3) Beduction of the need for accurate models of the process
(plant).
An example of a system to which these considerations apply is the
adaptive autopilot. Instead of building an exact model of aircraft dy-
namics as a function of such variables as speed, altitude, load, etc., of
measuring these variables and computing those control surface commands,
resulting in invariant aircraft transient response, one may adjust (by
trial and error) the autopilot gains to ensure this same result.
The adaptive approaches developed for real-time control can also be
used for the non-real-time function of optimum system design and planning.
The aim here is to reduce the amount of design time required to obtain an
optimum solution; instead, more or less automated trial and error proce-
dures lead to this same optimum design solution.
It is evident that similar trial and error procedures can be devised
to force a feasible computer solution toward an optimal solution by suc-
cessive iterations. The adjustment mechanisms used to achieve this
result are sometimes called adaptive. The large number of gradient pro-
cedures developed for machine-computing the solution of variational prob-
lems are examples of this point of view.
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In addition, much effort has been spent on tile so-called adaptive
networks (Adaline, _ Madaline, 27 Perceptron, 28 threshold logic units, and
others) for pattern recognition, signal recognition, and to some extent
for adaptive control. Since these efforts constitute a mechanization o('
_ertain laws of adaptation, rather than new laws of adaptation, the?'
will not be discussed further in this report.
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II COMBINED OPTIMIZATION AND ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Much of modern control theory consists of state-space techniques
for solving control problems. It is the purpose of this chapter to show
how adaptive control problems may be formulated in state-space terms and
to investigate the implications of such a formulation.
A very general state-space formulation of control problems is the
combined optimization problem, which is discussed in the first section
of this chapter. In the second section it is shown that by proper selec-
tion of the state of the plant to be controlled, the adaptive control
problem is a combined optimization problem; furthermore, it is possible
_o rie_ adaptive control techniques as methods of solving the combined
optimization problem approximately.
A. The (2ombined Optimization Problem
At the foundation of state-space theory is the concept of state.
By definition, the state of a system summarizes the history of past oper-
ation of the system as it affects future operation; that is, given the
state of a system and all future inputs, one can predict the future be-
havior of the system exactly. Because of this property, the key' to the
control of a plant is gaining information about its state and using this
information to change the state in a desired manner. The combined opti-
mization problem (or stochastic control problem) is a formal statement
of performing these two tasks in an optimal manner. It has been treated
by Meier,29'3°Sussman,?l and Aoki, m for the discrete time continuous state
case; by Astr_'_m3a and _leier 29'3° for the discrete time, discret, e state case;
and b_' ll_onham3'land Kushner35f'or the continuo_Js time, continuous state
case. The linear combined optimization problem has been studied by
Gunckel, > Joseph and Tou, 3r and Kalman. 38
l. Statement of the Problem
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the combined optimization problem; in
Appendix A is a complete mathematical description of the problem and its
solution. In order to specify the problem it is necessary to give: (l)
13
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FIG. 3 COMBINED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
a state equation relating the next state to the present state and inputs,
(2) a measurement equation relating the measurement to the state and
measurement noise, (3) statistics of the disturbance input and measure-
ment noise, and (4) a performance index to measure the quality of opera-
tion of the system. The optimum controller is that algorithm which
selects the input on the basis of all available measurements in a manner
so as to optimize expected performance.
2. Solution of the Problem
Since it summarizes all information about the state of the system, tile
conditional probability density of the state of the system is called tile
information state. The optimum controller can be divided into two parts:
the estimator, which computes the information state, and the control law,
which gives the optimum input as a function of the information state.
Equations for estimation and control are given in Appendix A.
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In general, the infer'marion stlJt, o is ir_finitl_ dimensional; however,
if the disturbance inputs and m¢'asurement noises are Gaussian and the
state and llleasur'emerll equations linear, then tile information slate is
,iust the con(tilional .l_'an and conditional covariance of the state, given
all available rn('itsur('u_ents. The conditional covariance is independent
of the measurements and may be computed a priori by solution of a Biccati
equation. The condit ioual mean can be computed by use of a linear system,
whose gains are dependent on the conditional covariance and which is com-
monlx referred to as the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is considered
in greater detail in Sec. III and Appendix A. If, in addition, the per-
forrnance index is quadratic, the control law is linear and can be found
using the same techniques used in finding the Kalman filter (i.e., by
solving a Riccati equation).
B. Adaptive Control As Combined Optimization
Consider Fig. 3 again, but now suppose that the state equation, mea-
surement equation, or noise statistics are not completely known. Suppose
further that this uncertainty about the system may be represented in
terms _f a set of unknown parameters whose dynamic and statistical prop-
er'ties are given by a set of difference equations similar to the state
equations. If the state is augmented to include these parameters, then a
new and completely known plant and measurement system may be defined;
thus, tire adaptive control problem is seen to be a combined optimization
problem. An example of this augmentation is given in Sec. II and in de-
tail in Appendix B. Even if the uncertainty cannot be parameterized by a
finite number of parameters, the augmentation described above may be car-
ried out (in principle), because from a functional analysis point of view,
a function is an infinite dimensional vector. Unfortunately, in this case
the resulting plant will be infinite dimensional.
Solution of tile appropriate combined optimization problem will give
the optimum controller in an adaptive control situation; however, in most
adaptive control situations, the information state is infinite dimensional
because of the inherent nonlinearity of adaptive control problems. (An
exception to this statement, where the information state is finite dimen-
sional, is presented in Sec. III.) Adaptive control techniques may be
viewed as methods of solving this infinite dimensional problem approxi-
mately. Some of the techniques, such as the analysis-synthesis and
passive techniques presented in the next section, are based directly on
15
combined optimizat"ion t"heory. Others, such as the performance feedback
methods presented ill Sec. IV, are based on more heuristic considerations.
The heuristic methods have the advantage of requiring, in general, less
knowledge about, the behavior of t.he uncertainties in the syst"em; on t"he
ot.her hand, t"here is no a priori guarantee t"hat t.heir use will result it,
a syst.em anywhere near opt.imal.
C. _umTtla l'y
The combined optimization problem is the problem of controlling a
plant on the basis of incomplete knowledge of its st"at.e. B'_ convertin_
unknown parameters (or functions) into slate variables, adaptive _onLrol
problems are seen to be combined optimizat"ion problems. Adapt"ire con-
trol techniques may be viewed as methods for solving the combined opt.imi-
zation problem either directly or heuristically.
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III ANALYSIS-SYNTHESIS AND PASSIVE ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
In this section the problems of controlling a linear system with
inc_mpletelv known parameters is considered. Two adaptive approaches
will be presented: design of a conventional linear controller to min-
imize sensitivity to parameter uncertainty, and design of a system which
identifies the unknown parameters and modifies its control law on the
basis of this identification, taking into account dual control 30 aspects.
The _ppr'_ach taken in this development is based directly upon combined
optimization theory. Estimation, which includes identification, is per-
formed by an extension of the Kalman filter (which, as will be seen, is
optilnal in speci_Jl cases), and the control law is found by application
of linear control theory.
[3attin 4_ and Schmidt 4I were the first workers to apply linear estima-
tion theory to nonlinear estimation by linearization of the system
equations about the present estimate. They considered application to
satellite tracking. Farison 'e and Kopp and Orford _'_ considered the use of
such linearized estimators in the identification or analysis hall' of
analysis/synthesis systems. The present work is based upon some of the
ideas developed by 1.ee in Chapter 4 of his research monograph. 16 Such
techniques have also been successfully applied by Sill to (enemy) missile
tracking problems, including identification of unknown ballistic coef-
ficients. 'u Tbe use of the linear control theory to derive a passive-
adaptive cont. rol law and to obtain an analysis-synthesis control law
which takes into account dual-control aspects appears to be a new result.
A. l.inear Adaptive Control Problem
Consider Fig. 4 with the plant linear and the disturbance _ and the
noise vkwhite Gaussian. If the performance index is quadratic and if
the system parameters are known exactly, then the optimum controller is
linear and may be found by application of well-known procedures (see
Appendix A). ltowever, in many situations the parameters are not known
exactly and change in a random manner due to environmental effects. In
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FIG. 4 LINEAR ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROBLEM
other situations the plant may actua]ly be nonlinear; thus tile linear-
ization parameters change as tile operating point shifts. It would be
desirable to find optimum or near-optimum controllers for these situa-
tions. This problem, in essence, is the linear adaptive control
problem.
The linear adaptive control problem is stated in complete mathe-
matical form in Appendix B. Note that the plant has a scalar input u k
and a scalar output Yk ; the multi-input, multi-output situation can be
handled by a straightforward extension.
It is assumed that the effect of the disturbances d k on the output
is known and only uncertainty about the effect of the control input u_
on the output Yk is present. A suitable state* for describing the
dynamic behavior of the plant, which is taken to have order n, consists
* This state is of dimension 3n - 2, which is larger than the minxmum dimension n necessary to describe an
nth-order system. However, since all of these quantities are needed for identification, it is convenient
to use them as state variables.
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()f the present and past n - I outputs ,y_ , the past n ] inputs uk , and
ti_c past rz - I disturbance illpllts (./k. The ,,'¢.ctur ot' these i_,rz - _ state
_ar'iables is r'et'ecr'ed to as tile dynamic ,_t(zte x_ j. If this vector is aug-
mented by the vectr_r _/"k that g_,verns the behavior of' the unknown param-
eters, the resu]t is the complete stale vector xk; with this state vector
the linear adaptive control problem becomes a combined optimization
probl enl.
B. The Extended Kalman Filter
N(_w consider the ('stimation problem for the nonlinear plant and
measuz'ement system given in Fig. 4. If f(') and h(') were linear, then
the estimator shown in Fig. l would be optimal for the proper /(k (given
in Appendix A). In this case, as was previously mentioned, the optimum
estimate is the conditiollal mean. lf, however, either h(') or f(') or
both are nonlinear, then the conditional mean is not a valid information
state in general; nevertheless, an approximation to the conditional mean
obtained by extending linear filter theory will be used as an approxi-
mation to the information state.
At this point a word on notation is in order. The circumflex on a
variable is used to indicate that it is the estimate of that variable;
the subscript k/j means at time k, given all information up to and in-
eluding Lime j. llence, xj¢,k_ I is the estimate of the state x at time k,
given information through time k - 1.
The essence of the extended Kalman filter is presented in Fig. 5. The
filter operates basically as follows: From the present estimate, the
nonlinear state and measurement equations are used to predict the next
measurement under the assumption of zero noise and disturbance. This
prediction is compared with the actual measurement and the estimate
corrected by a linear function of their difference, l,inear estimation
theory and appropriate linearization are used to determine this linear
function. Viewed in this light, the extended Kalman Filter is an
eminently reasonable method of estimation.
(i. Identification with the Extended Kalman Filter
Application of the approximate estimator presented in Sec. B to the
linear adaptive control problem stated in Sec. A is considered here.
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FIG. 5 EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
1. Basic Identification Scheme
When the linear adaptive control problem is converted to a combined
optimization problem, the state is augmented to include tile unknown
parameters, tlence, in estimating the state vector, tile extended Kalman
filter will identify the unknown parameters. To make this identification
clear, the state vector can be partitioned into the dynamic state and the
parameter state; other quantities are partitioned in a similar manner.
The result is a set of equations, given in Appendix B and illustrated in
Fig. 6, that show specifically how the dynamic state is estimated and the
parameters identified and the relation between these two processes.
Figure 6 is a diagram of an adaptive control system using the
extended Kalman filter. Note that the present estimate of the parameter
state is used to update the plant model and to vary the control law.
Derivation of the control law is treated in the next sections. The gains
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h_ and K,5 are determined by solution of tile variance equations. Equa-
tion (A-15) of Appendix A implies that t, he effect of tile parameter
uncertainty on estimation of the dynamic state x r_ is equivalent to a
• "k+l
random disturbance with covariance Qk*:
2. ,lusLification of the Identification Scheme
In Appendix A the problem of theoretically' ,justifying the identifi-
cation scheme ,just presented is considered in detail. One simple
approach to ,justification is to look for situations in which the scheme
can be shown to be optimal; then for situations close to these, the
scheme should be close to optimal. One such situation is, of course,
21
tile case wherein there is no parameter uncertainty; hence, it can be
expected that tile scheme will work well for cases in which tile param-
eter uncertainty is small. The practical applications in this situation
are the passive adaptive systems considered in the next section.
A second case ill which the extended Kalman filler is optimal is
when the initial plant state is known and no measurement noise is present.
In this case, as is shown in Appendix B, no multiplication of rand_m
_ariables occurs; and since the situation is linear, linear' theory apo
plies. The natural results of using the extended Kalman filter in the
lo_-measurement noise case are the analysis-synthesis adaptive systems
presented in E.
D. Passive Adaptive Control Systems
_hen the amount of uncertainty about the plant parameters is small
it is reasonable to set K_ in Fig. 6 equal to zero, that is, to not
identify tile unknown parameters. Because of the presence of uncertainty,
tile control law must be modified from the control law that is optimam
for no uncertainty in order to minimize the sensitivity to parameter
variations.
As mentioned in the previous section, the effect of uncertainty is
k
a pseudo disturbance with covariance Q_.
^ F_ ¢ A A 3)
A¢
The covariance P'_/k of the parameter state 95 carl be determined
a priori because no identification takes place. The transition matrix
F_ do is linear in the dynamic state x_; therefore, Q_ is quadratic in
x D , and it is not too surprising that the effect of the parameter un-
certainty is to add additional quadratic cost terms to the performance
index. The optimal control law can thus be found by linear methods;
details of the derivation are given in Appendix B.
Such a system can be called a passive adaptive _ystem--adaptive because
the control law is modified to reduce sensitivity to plant uncertainty,
and passive because no active methods are used to reduce this uncertainty.
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E ..... \n_ilysis-,'_ynthesis Adaptive Systems
ll' h'+ in Fig. 0 is not equal t,o zero), t`hen the uncert`ain l>lant
parameter's are ident ified. In this case, determination of the. cor, lroJ
la_ is complicated considerably for t,w:> reasons: (I) F u will 11_ cl) arlge
as a Function of lhe measurements received, and ('_),. ',,he covariar, ce __
of the parameter state will be affected by the cont`rol law and cannot be
,.letermined _/ ,t)v/[ori. The fact that l)kO depends up()n the (olit` ro ] law
means that the I_roblenl involves t,he dual-control Iradeof[' between using
the irlput` for c<)ntr'ol purposes arid using it. for informat`ional purposes.
l"urt, hermore, it implies that the optimal control law' is a funcLion of
f:(I ) pk(1); i.e., is part <)1' t,he informat,ion slate.
The simplest appr'oach t(_ cont`rol is to ignf) r'e the dual-control aspects
b_, t'orgetLing about, the effect ()t' cont,ro] on Q_. T_ phi losophies of con-
trol in this case are: (I) t_) use t,he control which would be optimal if
the pres,'nt estimate of the parameter state _ were exact (this is F'arison's
appr,aeh42); ('2) t,o det. ermine the opt,imal closed-loop system for t,he nominal
parameters and pick a control which maintains this closed loop for the iden-
t,ified parameters (i.e., model reference synthesis, which is Kopp and
Ort'ord's approach43). Performance for these systems can be estimated by con-
verting the effect of Q_ into additional cost t`erms, as described in Appen-
dix B, and using the suboptimal linear cont,rol theory of Ref. 29.
The true optimum control can be found by application of dynamic
programming, but the dimension of the information state in all but` t,he
simplest cases makes t, his impract,ical. One possible approximation
which takes int. o account` the dual-control aspects in to assume t. hat, P_q)
is a function of t,he cont,rol law, but that it. does not` depend very
st,ronglv upon t,he actual measurements. Then for a given control law,
approximate det,ermination ot" P_ may, be made a priori. With P_, Qk* can
be determined and the passive adaptive t,heory described it, Sec. D and
Appendix B used to derive an improved control law. This process can be
used it`erat,ively unt,il it converges, using t,he passive adapt,ire control
law initially.
The primary e['fect of the analysis-synthesis systems .just` described
is to reduce P_, and hence Qk*' below what they would be for the passive
adaptive methods. This reduction in t,urn reduces t,he addit,ional cost
terms, due t,o uncert,ainty, below that` which is incurred in using passive
adapt, ion. The cost` of this improved performance is naturally increased
("omp 1 ex i t,y.
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F. Conclusions
"file development presented in this section was based on three
assumpt ioIls:
(1
(2
(_{
The problem would be a linear problem if the parameters
were known (i.e., linear equations, Gaussian random
processes, quadratic c_)sts, no constraints).
The disturbance statistics are known.
The measurement noise is small.
The first of these assumptions is most important to the development,
sin('e n.nlinear problems are very hard to handle in general, even with-
out the difficulties introduced by parameter uncertainty. Fortunately,
rnany important problems satisfy this linearization assumption. Non-
quadratic cost and/'or constraints on the control will not affect the
estimation procedures but will _omplicate the control.
ltith these assumptions, the following results may be obtained:
(1) The adaptive control problem is a combined optimization
problem, in general nonlinear. Adaptive control can be
viewed as an approximation to solving this combined
optimization problem, whose solution is generally imcom-
putable. (This conclusion does not depend upon the
above assumptions.)
(2) The simplest approximation consists of designing the
system to have low sensitivity to the parameter vari-
ations. Estimation in this case is the Kalman filter,
which consists of the u priori model of the plant, with
the state being updated by a linear function of the dif-
ference between the predicted and actual measurements.
(3) If the low-sensitivity design has inadequate performance,
then a better approximation to combined optimization is
an analysis-synthesis system in which the plant parameters
are identified on the basis of the available measurements.
The extended Kalman filter is a good approximate technique
of estimating the dynamic state of the system and identi-
fying its parameters; in fact, it is the optimal estimator
and identifier when tile measurement noise is zero and the
initial state of the system is known. The filter consists
of a model of the plant based on the present estimate of
parameters and a model of the parameter behavior, both of
which are updated by linear functions of the difference
between predicted and actual measurements.
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(4)
(5)
For either' the low-sensitivity or the analysis-synthesis
system, the ma.ior e|'fect of parameter uncertainty is
equivalent to an additional term in the loss function.
A linear control law, which is optimal in the low-
sensitivity case and very close to optimal in the
analysis-synthesis case, may be found by solution of a
linear control problem without parameter uncertainty
but with the modified performance index. The primary
effect of identification is to reduce the size of the
added cost terms.
tIealization of the control law in the analysis-synthesis
situation may be simplified by use of a model reference
in synthesis at a cost in performance.
F'rom the discussion of this chapter it can be seen that the control
part of the linear adaptive control problem is more complicated than the
estimation parK, because of dual-control aspects. Even in the no-
measurement noise case, where the extended Kalman filter is exact, the
exact optimal control cannot be determined by linear' methods. Approxi-
mate techniques using linear control theory are described in the section
on analysis-synthesis; there is a definite need for comparing these
methods, the passive adaptive control, and the actual optimal control
determined by dynamic programming. Another area where computer simula-
tion would prove of benefit is in application of the techniques of this
chapter to the nonzero measurement noise case.
In conclusion, a standard and systematic procedure, based on optimal
linear system theory, has been developed for the design of low-sensitivity
and analysis-synthesis adaptive control systems. The resulting systems
are close to optimum in important situations, and their performance can be
analyzed in these situations. In particular, it is possible to calculate
the gain in performance resulting from parameter identification.
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IV ANALYTICAL APPROACHES FOR PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
In this section analytical approaches toward the analysis of per-
formance feedback (P]:) systems are presented. The results obtained lead
to the fol lowing conclusions:
(1
(2
(3
It is possible to describe a PF system by a stochastic
nonlinear vector differential or difference equation.
As a result, the well-known and very effective time-
domain techniques (sLate-space techniques) can be used
to analyze stability and performance; and these same
techniques can be applied, in principle, to optimize
the design parameters of a PF system and to investi-
gate sensitivity properties.
_ith this description by a stochastic nonlinear vector
equation, it is possible to understand the coupling
between system variables and environmental inputs, and
to specify performance criteria that are not contra-
dictory or mutually exclusive.
In an,,' discussion on PF systems, it is essential to de-
fine precisely what is meant by performance. Usually,
three terms need to be considered:
(a) The instantaneous cost of the primary loop
(b) The instantaneous cost of the adaptive loop
(c) The performance J of the overall system, which
is usually expressed as a variational function
of the two instantaneous costs.
(4
(5
The instantaneous cost of the adaptive loop (or the
gradient thereof) may enter into the differential or
difference equations of the system as a state variable.
Both parameter perturbation and model-referenced
adaptive systems can be analyzed and synthesized in a
similar manner. Their common characteristic, which
often distinguishes them from analysis-synthesis
systems, is that the performance J is measured directly
and used to adapt the system. Both classes of systems
will therefore be included in the term performance-
feedback.
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.\. l*;xample of u Pl" System
To illustrate the relat ions between variables that must b_' ¢<),isid-
('red iN the establishn,ent o1' a realistic mathenmlicaI inndel, the exarr_pI+'
of an internal <'oinbllst ion engine driving a Io_d (inert ia aild dissipa_ i<)fll
at controlled speed _; is considered. The rat.(, of fuel consumpl ioh " to
be minilnized depends on the air density,. /, the carburetor opening (lhrottle
sell ill 7) _l, _lrlci Ill(" spe('d t<_. _peed coiit rol is accomplisiied _)) act iori of
the prilnar)' controller ilpoli _1, alld indirectly, Oll the ignilion angle :.
Minitnuni t'uel COliSUlilptioll is obtained by action o[ the adaptive <ontroller
u[>(>ll . The actual rate of fuel COllSIlfi'lptiOli '_, OY it._ 7ra(Jielil ," ; ':
t
iS {ll('aSlll'ed l'l) a .gellSOr, the Olltpli{ Of whictl is i, or "v',,,; this SellSOf has
inicl'nal d_<namics Cllld is affected by noise 1 (I I Tile _tclual speed L/ is
also Iileaslll'ed i3) a S!,llSOl', which yields the illeaF>llrelllelli 'i) corrupted i)
iloise 1,17 )
This exalnple was inspired by Draper and l.i's 22 pioneering discuss oi1
of the adaptive COlitl'oI O[' all aircraft eli_ille ()[' the internal COIliilllStiOII
t3pe. The result iI1_ SysLellI (:all [)e represented t)) the block diagraln,
Fig. 7. The two loops, the primary (speed control) loop and the sec<>ndar\
(adaptive or fuel (ollsulnpt ion cont, ro[) loop, are siiown.
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FIG. 7 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EXAMPLE PF SYSTEM
2B
The design of tile adaptive controller in Fig. 7 can proceed in two
di ['f,+'r,r+ut ways:
(l) Postulate a controller and try to ol>tituize the set. tings
of the free paramc, ters in this structure.
(2) Based on all past information supplied to the con-
tr'o] Ier, notabl'_' past measurenlents of _:- and v, design a
controller that generates the opt imal controls (u and 0),
mi.imizi.g the system performance J.
Note that the designer of co.ve.tional (nonadaptive) systems has
exactl\ the same two alternatives. The first+ is discussed at great
length in standard texts of control system synthesis, and the second
is based upon the theory of optimal +ontrol.
1. Analysis for Cont, roller with Fixed Structure
In what follows, an analysis of the first design alternative will
be given. I/or ease of exposition as well as practical reasons relating
to the ineasuremeut of \:7r7 - d:_/©,_, a discrete (difference-equation) model
of the resulting system will be established as follows:
Plant Equat ions
_++1 = _, + T+ (4)
where T k, the torque applied from time k to time k + 1 is given by
and the fuel consumption rate is
++,'+ ++(uk ,il k ,c,+ )
Postulated Control-Loop Equation
,&
uk+ t = u k + g(k_ - i_k
where g(') is a suitable function to be chosen, with g
(6)
(7)
O) =0.
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Gradient fquat ion
The grattienl may be computed (approximately) as
"77k - 77k_1
L k -I
(8
although, it sho,ld be noted that this is only one possible embodiment
for' computing vT,,.
Postulated Adaptive Loop Equat ion
A
• : /4 K -_ K > 0 (9
_!k +1 ' k _'77k '
The adaption equation (9) corresponds to an implementation of a
steepest descent search; i.e., the next change in the ignition angle
_ _ is related to the measurement of the gradient at time k.
k+l k
Suppose that ttre measurements of _ and 7,'77 are given as
A
(1) (lOa
+ U k
A (2)
V"7 k = V,wj, + v (10b
i.e., the noise v (1) and v (2) are additive. (This assumption is not
necessary but was made for the purposes of the ensuing discussion. )
Internal dynamics in the measurement system can be included in a straight-
forward fashion by adding extra states. In order to express Eqs. (_)
through (10) in state-space notation, the following definitions will now
be made :
(1
f2 k = x_
(2
tl k X k
_k xk 3
(4
'_k - 1 = X k
77k_ 1 = x_ 5
(11)
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]]0 [| f' 0
x_ll (I
12
(2 I_ 2 13
xk+ 1 - .T_ 3 - K •
7?{x_ 2 ,x_ _ ,,;"k _5 ) ('2)- X + U k
(3) (4)
x k - x k
(4) (3
xk+ I x k
' lx_ 1 ', .... ;>k
This set of equations, which we summarize by the vector difference
equat i on
(2)]
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entirely describes the adapttve system under consideration. A similar
set of state equations can be obtained for any PF adaptive system.
The difference equation (17) describes a dynamic system (the state
of which contains such familiar components as speed i'_ and such unfamiliar
components as fuel consumption rate 77) forced by the environment , , the
t(1)reference input to the primary loop ':"* and the measurement noise , and
v 121. Its singular point (or equilibrium state) for constant ;: and i2", with
v(l ) = v 2) = O, is
X
x (2 = u*
(3
X X (4) ,5"
x (5 "7*
where u* and _* are the optimal controls and 77* is the minimum fuel-
consumption rate for the given ;_ and _*. The stability properties of
this singular point depend on the postulated control laws--as given by
g(') of Eq. (7) and K of Eq. (9).
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In view o1' the coupling ill Eqs. (12) through (16), it follows that
c')* _1 1 and v_ sets up aany variation of the forcing terms *'k' '"k' t, ('2)
transient of the complete, stale vector x k . In particular, the measure-
meier noise v_l I introduced b_ the adaptive loop couples into the primary
loop and affects the speed regulation. Similarl}, any change in ¢_
couples into the adaptive loop and temporarily forces rr to differ from e:*
Since the system under consideration must satisfy two functions,
speed control and fuel optimization, the designer would like,, to optimize
the control algorithms of Eqs. (7) and (9) with respect to both f,nctions
i.e., he would like to determine g(') and K such t. hat the loss functions
a nd
l _ (k_ - f: k )
l (* )
2 "'k - 77k
: Ic'2 - i (18)
(19)
are minimized, on the average. In view of the above-discussed coupling
effects, two separate optimizations of the forms of Eqs. (18) and (19)
are not generally possible, and a combined loss function of the form
(20
must be imposed. In general, it is desired to minimize the expected
value of this loss function; i e., a performance criterion of the familiar
variational form
P ,_)* ( 1 2 )
, v , v
is obtained.
Since the laws of control [Eqs. (7) and (9)] are postulated, _.e.
parameterized in terms of g(') and K, it is possible, in principle, to
compute the performance 3 explicitly in terms of these parameters for a
given initial state x 0 and the given probability density functions p(/ )
p(f)*), ply (l}] and p[v(2)l. In the simplest case, g(') = gx('), where
G is a constant gain. The performance then becomes a function J(G,K,x o
of the gains G and K and of the initial state x 0. Under these circum-
stances, a necessary condition for optimality is that
3J 3J
- 0 -- = 0 (22)
c)G ' 3K
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Ill mor't' realistic cases, the function .](G,K,x O) cannot be calculated
explicitly in terms o[' G and K, but must be obtained empirically by
means of simulations. This changes in no way the principle of the
method, since the fundamental step in the optimization consists of
setting
d,/ c)J
and -- equal to zero
,)(, ,-)K
2. Analysis for an Optimum Controller
Bhereas previously the form of the controller was fixed and the
design optimization reduced to the selec, tion of optimum parameter values,
the approach taken in the present section consists of seeking the optimal
controls (u and ,;:) based on Lhe noisy slate information received. The
problem is formulated in the following manner.
Plant Equat ions
_r k = _,(u k ,_ ,,:;:_) (23b
.,'Wa surement E(tua t ions
'.... = h [rTk,t,_ t )1 (24a77k l
= h 2 [_,v_2 )1 (24b
Probability Distributions
(F')*) , p(/:,k) 10 [t'_ 1 ) I p [_,_2 1p ,_ % , ,
Find:
The admissible controls u k and _k which minimize the performance
,l : E {_ l(Q_,_k)} (25
p,_. v (1) , v (2) k
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As slated, the problem is clearly one of combined optimization. In
the general case, lhe optimization implied by Eq. (25) cannot be carried
ot|l conveniently, t[owever, the important result is that a typical per-
formance feedback system can be formulated as a combined optimization
problem once it has been clearly understood that what is commonly called
performance (r,), can be treated as a state variable and that a performance
criterion of tile form of Eq. (273) must be imposed.
In this example, the optimum controls u and '?k are functions of theh A k
past history ;_/,, {_k-1 ..... r_70 and _-_, _-1 ..... _0 of-Tr and S_, respec-
tively The optimum controller consists of a part that estimates the
state of the system and a part that generates the pair (uj,,/'1,), which
strikes the proper balance between errors in the speed (primary) and per-
forrnance (adaptive) loops.
It is doubtful that the designer of a performance feedback system of
the type discussed would want to go to the trouble of solving the stated
problem of combined optimization, since these systems are, as a rule, of
moderate scope and an approach as involved as combined optimization would
not appear to be justified.
Although this discussion has been centered around the historical
example of Draper and Li's engine control system, it is clear that other
performance feedback systems described in the literature can be analyzed
in a similar fashion and either of the two design approaches can be used.
One difference between the system of Draper and Li and other proposed
performance feedback systems should be pointed out. This difference is
illustrated in Fig. 8, where it is seen that in the Draper and Li example,
the variable _ which is fed back is an actual physical variable; whereas
in the other example, v is a computed quantity. If tim second example is
considered as a combined optimization problem, it will be found that the
computed _ is superfluous, since it contains no information not already
contained in the measurement y. This is not the case in the Draper and 1,i
example, as was seen in the above. One topic of further investigation is
the possibility of obtaining nonheuristic approximation solutions to the
combined optimization problem which make use of tile computed fT.
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B. _lodel-l{eferenced Adaptive Systems
An inherent disadvantage of parameter perturbation schemes is tile
necessity of continually perturbing the system in order to compute tile
gradient of performance. This is essential to the adaption algorithms
that are generally employed. This continual perturbation will degrade
system performance to some extent. Another technique employing tile
philosophy of performance feedback is that of model-referenced adaptive
systems. [n the model-refereuced approach it is not necessary to perturb
the operating system and, as a result, cause a deterioration in performance.
1. Problem Formulation
Model-referenced adaptive systems have the basic form illustrated in
Fig. 9. A reference model, which yields the desired input-output
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relationships of tile system, operates in parallel with the adapt, ive control
system (plant plus adapt ive controller) and is sub.jetted to the same input
r. ]n essence the reference model ca[, be considered as an implicit char-
acter zation o(' the perirormance criterion. Since the reference-model out-
put z corresponds to the desired output, for tile system, the design objec-
t ire s to adjust the adaptive parameters (these are the parameters of the
adaptive controller) so that the adaptive control systenl output z 2 equals
the desired outpl_t z I despite variations in the plant and/or environment.
The adapt ion proceeds according to a functional of the difference between
z 1 and z 9 •
The following discussion considers systems described by' linear dif-
ferent ial equations in which the state x can be measured exactly'.
Plant Equations
.xt F 1 t)x + Dl(t)u + Gl(t)r + Cl(t)w (o6
w}leFe
X
/1 =
l"
Z 1
F
1
D l
G_
Cl
Hi
z 1 It I t )x
n-dimens ona [ state vector
q-dimensional control vector
q'-dimensional input vector
s-dimensional noise vector
./-dimensional output vector
n _ n feedback matrix
n _ q distribution matrix
n _ q' distribution matrix
n / s distribution matrix
j ( n output matrix.
( 2 l"
Beference-Model Equat ions
y : F 2 y + G 2 r (28
z 2 H2y , (29
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wheFe
Y
Z 2 -
F 2
G 2
H 2 -
Control Equat ion
n-dimensional state vector
j-dimensional output vector
m x m feedback matrix
mX q' distribution matrix
j × m output matrix.
u = A(_)x + F'(a)r , (30)
2'_(0_) = q x n control matrix
F(<z) = q × q' control matrix
= k-dimensional vector of adaptive parameters.
Tile control law of Eq. (30) corresponds to a fixed structure (i.e., 2:_ and
[') whose parameters (ct) are to be chosen to minimize a functional
_t t!
J = l(e)dt , (3[)
0
whe re
e = Z I - Z 2
to = initial time
t = final time.
!
It should be noted that the matrices of the plant (Eqs. 26 and 27)
are functions of time, since they contain time-varying physical parameters,
while the matrices of the reference model are constant. The model cor-
responds to some desired invariant performance.
2. Solution for tile Adaptive Controller
Basic to all performance feedback adaptive systems is the assumption
that tbere exists a well-behaved functional relationship between J of
Eq. (26) and the parameters of the adaptive controller (these are the
adaptive parameters). This may be expressed as J(al, ..., ak), where the
_ are the adaptive parameters, and J can be considered a hypersurface
above tile k-dimensional hyperpiane of adaptive parameters. The design
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ot) ie('tive of a model-referenced adaptive system is to fin(t, and operate
at, that set of adrnissihle adaptive parameter values ['or which ,J is mini-
mized, tlence, the adaption generally corresponds to a surface search. It
should be pointed out that the adaption technique described in Memorandum 58
is not a surface search in the strictest sense.
Several adaptiou techniques have been developed for use with model-
referenced systems. These will be discussed below.
(l) The technique described by Osburn 23 and by Bona[son 24, is based
on the method of steepest descent; i.e.,
(2)
= -KVo' , K > 0 , (32)
where the gradient V,] consists of the partial derivatives
:)d/"_o_for i = l, ..,, k. To generate these partial de-
rivatives, a separate mechanization of the reference model
is req_ired J'or each adaptive parameter in the system.
The complexity associated with the implementation of
the adaption procedure, as described in [qefs. 93 and
24, is a distinct drawback because of practical con-
siderations. An adaption technique that is extremely
simple to implement has been derived in Befs. 8 and 25.
In this approach the explicit functional dependence of
the error e -- z 1 - z 2 on the adaptive parameters is
established by solving Eqs. (26) and (28). By various
manipulations it is then shown that the adaption equa-
tions are of the form
= OP(e,y,r) (33)
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that these adaption
equations are very simple to implement, which is a
definite advantage in practical applications.
C. Discussion
An important advantage of performance feedback adaptive systems is
that they require very little a priori information about the plant and/or
environment for successful operation of the system. Only knowledge that
there exist several adjustable system parameters, and reasonable assurance
that the system performance criterion is a well-behaved functional of
these adaptive parameters, is required. To be sure, a priori information
regarding the nature of the plant may be taken advantage of in the
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selection of tile adaption technique employed and in tile initial values
chosen for the adaptive parameters.
Although tile gradient of performance must be measured in the per-
formance feedback approach, this approach has the advantage of avoiding
the complex identification problem, which is necessary with other tech-
niques to obtain an approximate model of the plant and/or environment.
This shortcoming is inherent in the analysis-synthesis approach (see
Sec. |II), where the system performance is highly dependent upon ttLe
accuracy with which the plant and/or environment are identified (or
modeled).
The performance feedback approach is "closed-loop" with respect to
system performance, since the adaption is based on the performance cri-
terion. This contrasts with the analysis-synthesis approach, which is
"open-loop" with respect to system performance; i.e., the controller is
found with respect to an approximate model of the plant and"or environment.
The systems which measure the gradient of performance by' direct per-
turbation of tile adaptive parameters have tile common problem that these
perturbations may introduce objectionable effects into the output of the
system. Whether or not the perturbations cause objectionable output dis-
turbances, they do give rise to an undesirable effect that has been termed
tracking loss or misadjustment. This is the loss in performance that re-
suits from the adaptive parameters being perturbed away from their optimum
values. (Recall that this continued perturbation is required to permit
the optimum point to be tracked as the plant and/or environment vary.)
Consequently, the system is not always operating at the optimum adaptive
parameter settings, and therefore the system performance actually' achieved
is always somewhat less than the optimum. As noted previously, certain
model-referenced adaptive systems do not require these perturbation
signals.
A serious shortcoming of the surface searching procedures, which em-
ploy the performance gradient, is that they will find only a local minimum,
depending on the initial point from which the search proceeds. That is,
the adaption essentially terminates when the performance gradient is zero.
This property is of no consequence if the performance criterion is known
to have only one minimum. However, when the possibility of multiple minima
exists, there is no assurance that the system will find the global minimum.
The only' method suggested to overcome this problem utilizes the features of
4O
a random search. The simplified adaption technique derived in Memorandum 5 8
is not a surface search based on tile various partial derivatives of the
performance criterion, ttence, this simplified adaption technique does not
possess tire limitations inherent in certain surface search procedures that
encount, er multiple minima.
I,imitations are placed on the nature of the performance criteria that
may be used with performance feedback adaptive systems by the requirement
that they either be capable of instantaneous evaluation or require only a
short time interval for their evaluation. Performance criteria that con-
rain an integration over an infinite interval can often be reasonably ap-
proximated by suitably truncating the interval of integration. Other ways
of circumventing this shortcoming should be investigated.
The stability properties of performance feedback adaptive systems is
a topic of fundamental importance. To consider this question, the inter-
action (coupling) between the adaptive loop and the primary loop must be
taken into account. In general, this yields a set of equations that are
nonlinear and nonstationary. The stability problem has received scant
attention, on a rigorous mathematical level, in the literature--a stability
analysis is undertaken in Bef. 25.
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V LEARNINGSYSTEMS
I,ear'ning systems were first described and defined in the technical
l it_,rature in 1963. ll't2 These systems were said to constitute a step be-
yond adaptive systems because the}, make use of information acquired in
the course of past operation to improve performance in the future. The
distinguishing feature of learning systems would be a memory associated
_ith the controller to store this experience previously acquired.
It is clear that the AS class of adaptive systems possesses this
feature of improving future performance based on past experience. The
mechanism whereby this is achieved consists of progressively reducing
the uncertainty of initial conditions, plant parameters, parameters
characterizing statistical distributions, etc., by means of observation
followed by identification. The control signal is thereafter computed
on the basis of the most recent best estimate of these imperfectly known
parameters and consequently becomes more and more appropriate as param-
eter uncertainty is reduced. The memory retaining the information
acquired consists of the dynamics of the estimator.
It is also possible to design a learning system derived from the PF
concept of adaption. As an example, the reader is referred to the dis-
cussion of Sec. IV, where the ignition angle _ is adjusted as a function
of air density /> so as to minimize fuel consumption rate 7. If ? were
continuously measured (which is not done in the example discussed in
Sec. IV) and if' a relation between the optimum setting (_* and _ were
automatically identified, the resulting system would indeed improve its
performance with time. This situation is analyzed in Ref. 2, and the
equations giving performance as a function of time are derived. Taking
the point of view, justified in Sec. IV, that the fuel consumption rate
7 is a state variable and is erroneously called performance, then the
learning process consists of identifying (by means of a parameter per-
turbation instrument) the unknown functional relation between c_* and p.
In other words, the mechanism from which the performance improvement
results is identical to the analysis-synthesis mechanism discussed before.
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As was the case with adaptive systems, the learning systems de-
scribed in the literature lack the mathematical framework which aids the
designer in understanding tile fundamental relations betweon variables in
a quantitative way. The mathematical framework which encompasses learn-
ing systems is again the theory of combined optimization. This becomes
clear from the operational definition of combined optimization, viz.,
"to maximize performance based on all information available u priori and
acquired as a result of observations." Systems designed in accordance
with the theory of combined optimization thus not only "learn," but
learn as fast as is possible in the presence of uncertainty. This fea-
ture of optimal utilization of information is partially due to the dtlal
aspect of control, wherein one of the two functions of control consists
of speeding up the process of acquiring information. This dual aspect
appears to have been completely overlooked in the literature on learning
systems.
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VI MEASUREMENTADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
A. Background
The adaptive systems commonly discussed in the literature counteract
both initial uncertainty about the plant, and environmental changes by'
altering the control signals supplied to the plant. In this section, a
different class of adaptive systems characterized by controller action
upon the measurement subsystem is discussed.
The general measurement adaptive system is shown in Fig. 10. The
only difference from the block diagram of the combined optimization system
is the control signal u M supplied by the controller to the measurement
subsystem.
The practical inportance of this concept becomes evident from the
following examples.
Exclmple 1: The measurement vector z is transmitted to the controller
by' means of a timeshared limited bandwidth communication channel; i.e.,
increased accuracy at the controller input of one component of the measure-
ment vector is traded against decreased accuracy of the remaining components.
It is desired to find the optimum channel allocation among the components
of the measurement vector under steady-state as well as transient conditions.
Example 2: The instrumentation system is energy-limited. The accuracy
of the measurements depends on the power supplied to the instruments; this
expenditure of power in turn decreases the amount of energy left for later
measurements. The best allocation of energy among the measurement instru-
ments under transient and steady-state conditions is sought.
ExampLe 3: The radar of an antimissile or antiaircraft defense system
can be made to track only one of several targets at a time. One seeks the
best radar allocation (including the best mode of operation) among the
various targets as the tactical situation develops.
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FIG. 10 MEASUREMENT ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
Example _: The sonar set of a destroyer chasing a submarine collects
state information about the target, but at the same time alarms the target,
thus facilitating its escape. The best observation schedule, including
transmitting power and frequency, as the tactical situation develops is
desired.
Example 5: A manufacturing concern has the option of producing
several different kinds of goods which they expect to sell at certain
profits. To concentrate their production facilities upon those items
bringing in the highest profits, they can buy a market survey, the oper-
ational equivalent of an instrumentation system. In this case it is
necessary to know the desirability and extent of the market survey which
will maximize the net profit, i.e., gross profit minus cost of market
survey.
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It is seen froni t`hese examples that the parameters characterizing
the measurement system can be controlled in a manner so as to maximize
or minimize a given performance criterion. In certain cases, notably
examples 1, 2, and 3, action upon the measurement system decreases the
uncertainty about one state variable, or of the stat,e vector at one time
interval at the expense of the remaining variables or intervals. In other
cases, notably examples 4 and 5, the acquisition of information in addio
Lion entails a direct cost which must be included in the performance
func t i on.
The problem under discussion is representative o|' an important class
of optimal decision processes not, covered by the classical theory of
optimal control. Ira the remainder, a mathematical formulation of the
general problem will be provided and a solution derived from combined
optimization theory will be developed. Thereafter the computable and
practically important special case of a linear system with Gaussian
perturbations and quadrat,ic performance will be treated in detail. It
will be seen that the elements of the covariance matrix of the state
enter into the optimization equation in exactly the way system state
variables do.
B. General Problem Formulation
In the general case, the problem of measurement system adaptation
is formulated as follows:
Giren:
The Plant Equation, written in discrete time as
xk+ 1 : f(x_,u_,_,k,k) (34)
uf E U P
The Observat ion Equation
M k) (35)Z k = h(xk,uk_ i,Vk,
u M UMk E
The Probability Distributions of the uncorrelated and white random
processes,
P(Xo) , p(w k) , p(t, k) (36)
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The Performartce (;riteriorz (cost function)
J E l(x_ u p _ k) (37)
k 0 ' k'tlk' '
where the expectation is taken with respect to the random variable x_.
Find: The sequence of controls uPk(Zk) e UP(k :: O, ..., K) of t. he plant
and u_(Z k) c I ,_M of the measurement system which mininlizes d
where
z o ..... z_ = Z k (38)
For the general case of nonlinear equations (34) and 35), non-
Gaussian probability distribuLions (36), and Lhe nonquadratic performance
criterion (37), the solution of the stated optimization problem is a
dynamic programming formalism similar to that of combined optimization
theory. The most convenient way to derive this formalism consists of ex-
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tending Meier's solution of the combined optimization problem . This may
be done simply by defining
[Z =
k
39)
There now exists a problem which differs from the combined optimiza-
tion problem only in that the control at time k enters in not only the
state equation at time k but the measurement equation at time k + 1. This
problem may be solved in exactly the same way as the combined optimization
problem by replacing p(z_+l/x_+ 1) by p(zk+l/Xk+l,u k) in the estimation
equation.
C. Special Case
In the general case it is impossible to find the plant control and
measurement control separately. If the plant is linear, if the measure-
ment system is linear in the state and measurement noise (but not
necessarily in the measurement control), if the disturbances and measure-
ment noises are Gaussian, and if the performance is quadratic in the state
and plant control with an additive measurement control cost term, then not
only can the measurement control policy be determined separately from the
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plant control polio,,', but the measurement control policy is open loop
thal is, the proper measurements may be determined a przori.
Ill t. he linear, Gaussian, quadratic case, the problem is formulated
as tol lows:
7'he [lclnt Equut ton
x k+ i Fkx;_ + (;kuP_ + u'k (40
where r is the "n" component, state vector.
The Me{lsurement Subxy,_tem*
z k = llkXk + t,k ( 4 1
The Performance Criterion
= E _ T
k = 0
k + Uk Bkuk k (42
Gauss tan Probability Density Functions
A
p(x O) c I exp[(x 0 - 70)TQ-I(x - x1 0 0 l (43
P(Wk) = co. exp[wr/,Qk -lwk ] ( 44
A
P(Vk) = c3 exp[vTRk lvk ] (45
(el, c',, and c 3 are constants of no consequence here )
[{elation Between the Accuracy of the Measurement System
and the Measurement Control
where the vector r
maLrix k"
u k) (46rk+ 1 = _(Uk,
denotes the elements of the noise covariance
"[]_e most general measurement equation linear in state and measurement is
HkX k + MkV k
q
but if v k is Gaussian, so is v_ = gkVk; hence, having Bk a function of uk is equivalent to having _k a
M
function of uk.
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[_el(ltion Between the Observation Matrix /lk_ I and the
Mea,_arement (_ontrol
," k)
a k+ 1 = cP(uk'
where the vector ak+ 1 denotes tile elements ot Ilk+ I .
an d ' o r a
Set of Instantaneous Constraints on the Measurement System
M e br'_U k k
Set of Variational Conxtraints of the Form
47 )
48)
N-I
M k%_ m(ak,
k=O
= M (49)
Find: The control sequences t 'tp = {u 0 .... 0' "''
which minimize the cost d in Eq. (36) that is
min E tl_ 1
U p , uM I k = 0
X kTQkx k + uTBktZk ) 50)
M
If the u k were spec fied, then the problem would reduce to the
linear combined optimization problem, whose complete solution is presented
in Appendix A. The optimal control in that case is
u v = -K_ (51)k k,,'k '
"_ is the coditional mean of x k given Z kwhere x_,_
is
The optimal performance
A N- 1
d = xorPox o + tr[PoQ_l] + 2 A#k (52)
k=0
A A
, M)
= k] + tk(u kA#k tr [Pk+ tQk + P_,+ tP_,' (53)
A
where Pk and P_ are cost matrices and Pk/k is the covariance of the
estimate of x k given Zk; equations for their evaluation along with K k
are given in Appendix A.
5O
The optimum control law K_ and the cost matrices Pk and Pk are
independent of tt k and It k and thus are independent of choice of u_.
Therefore, the plant control policy can be determined separately from
the measurement control policy. Since the choice of u M affects onlyk
f)_._ and l k i,, Eq. (53), the computation of u'_ is equivalent to the
following deterministic control problem: minimize
N- l
* T:'J = 2 [pklO_ ÷ l_(u'_)],, , (54)
k=O
sub icct to the constraint
....... :Pk+ 1 k (55)
where [_ is the vector of components of Pk/te' Pk is the vector of
components of P_ and Eq. (55) is derived from Eqs. (46), (47), (A-14)
and (A-15). Since P_ can be solved a priori, the above deterministic
control problem can also be solved a priort. The results of this
paragraph are also derived directly using dynamic programming in
Appendix C.
M
It may also be noted that this same procedure for finding u k may be
followed even it' the optimum control law K_ is not used. In this case,
it is only necessary to replace the optimal Pk by the suboptimal Pk
corresponding to the control law actually used. Reference 29 contains
equations for computing Pk for suboptimal control. If suboptimal estima-
tion is used as well, then Eq. (53) becomes slightly more complicated but
the same principles apply.
D° Example
In order to demonstrate the principles developed in this section, an
illustrative one-dimensional example will be presented.
Plant
P + w
Xk+l = f kxk + uk k
E[wil 0 , coy [w_] = qk (56)
Given :
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Measurement Subsystem
x_ + vk(u M )2 k k-I
Ely k] = 0 , coy [v k] r k..... (57)
The constraint on the measurement control u M is that M measurements must
k
be made. If a measurement is made at time k, then r k = /; if no measure-
A
= GOment is made at time k then r_ .
Performance Criterion
N
d = E X (qk_ 2 + rku 2) (58)
k=0
As shown in Sec. VI-C, the determination of tile optimal measurement
policy reduces to the following nonlinear, deterministic control problem:
Minimize
N-1
J* = 22 (q_ + f2 - ),g_ (59)kP_+l Pk /k ,
k=0
subject to the constraint
p_ ,.2'_ " - >'-_ (60)l/'k+ t = tlkPk/k + qk ) 1 + rk+ 1 ,
,A
where Pk/k is the covariance of the error in the estimate of x_,
satisfies the Biccati equation
and pl
Pk = q k + f_Pk+ 1 - f_P_+ 1 (Pk+l + r h)- I
0 < k < ,'%
PN qN
Consider this example with the following parameter values:
fk = 0.9
7 = 1.0
= 1.0qk
r k = 1.0
(61)
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J_' 4
M 2
'2.0P-I /-1
]'or the two cases:
A
(1) Zero disturbance noise, q_ = 0
.6
(2) Nonzero disturbance noise, qk = 2.
The results for cases (1) and (2) are summarized in Figs. ll and 12
respectively. The solid lines represent transitions from k 1 to k when
a measurement is made at time k; the dashed lines represent transitions
from k - t to k when no measurement is made at time k. The values below
,\
the nodes at time k correspond to Pk/k; the values above the nodes at
time k correspond to the partial cost I k, where
k
I = Zk
_=0
q z + f2zp,+l - P_)Pi/L (62)
It should be noted that certa n transitions ill the decision trees of
Figs. 11 and 12 are not admissible, since two (,_I - 2) measurements must
be made. The minimum value ['or J* of Eq. (59) is shown circled in tire
figures, Hence, the optimum measurement policy is:
(Jase (J)
Make measurements at k = 0, I.
Case (2)
Make measurements at k = 0, 2.
E. Conclusions
In this section of the report apparently novel concept of measure-
ment adaptive systems was formulated and solved optimally in the general
case as well as in the special case of linear systems, Gaussian pertur-
bations, and quadratic cost of state and plant control. In this special
case, the resulting problem reduces to one of classical optimal control,
where tile elements of the state covariance matrix act as state variables
and where the Matrix tliccati equation plays the role of the equations of
m o t i o n.
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The concept of measurement adaptive systems appears to encompass
tile following two novel elements:
(I) There exists many practical situations where the
performance of the system is strongly dependent
on the way the measurement resources are used.
In some situations, an actual cost is associated
with the way the measurement system is used.
(2) From a more theoretical point of view, it is im-
portant to note that information, as described
for instance by the elements of the state covari-
ance matrix, is a system state. A better under-
standing of information is required to find
approximate solutions to the combined optimization
problem, which constitutes the general mathematical
framework for adaptive system research.
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VII APPLICATIONS FOR ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
Since 1956, numerous articles concerned with adaptive systems have
appear'ed in tile control literature and yet there have been very few suc-
cessful applications, the X-15 autopilot being perhaps tile only satis-
factory embodiment at this time. It is consequently appropriate to ask
th(' following two questions:
(1) l)oes adaption have value?
(2) In the affirmative, what is tile research and develop-
ment policy required Lo generate successful applications?
f_ecalling tile main objective of adaptive system design, namely, im-
proved performance in tile presence of uncertainty, it is reasonable to
assume that adaptation has considerable practical and economical value
in those situations where tile following two conditions hold:
(1) The amount of uncertainty must be such that the per'-
formance 3 a precisely defined mathematical ex-
pression, of tile adaptive system is much superior
to tile performance d of a conventional (nonadaptive)
C
design. In this context, it will be convenient to
define the value of adaptation V as
(2)
_Ja - LJc
J
¢
The value of adaptation must be commensurate with tile
added cost of developing and implementing the adaptive
system. For example, if the value turns out to be
50 percent, if the economic return corresponding to
this value is $1000, and if the added development,
implementation and maintenance costs are $100,000,
then the adaptive approach is clearly not justified,
even though it is highly impressive on purely, tech-
ical grounds.
As a partial answer to the second question, it may therefore be
stated that adaptive applications are most likely to succeed when there
is much uncertainty and when the economic returns are commensurate with
tile added complexity of the adaptive approach. This would seem to favor
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large-system applications over" small subsystems of the position-control
servo variety, which nonetheless [lave attracted a very high proportion
of tile adaptive research efforts. As typical examples of large aerospace
system applications, the tracking program and the adaptive reliability
developed in the course of this pro.ject are quoted. For these same reasons,
complex adaptive approaches toward earth-space laser communications systems
appear .justifiable.
In addition to economic justification, it will be necessary to pro-
vide the designer adaptive systems with improved analytical procedures to
reduce the amount of testing and adjustment required today. The tradi-
tional way of designing conventional servo-control systems has been to
implement a reasonable controller structure and to adjust the gain param-
eters by means of simple tests related to overshoot, noise immunity, etc.
Since in most cases, these systems are linear, a single test suffices to
ensure that the system is stable. In the case of adaptive systems, which
are always nonlinear, such simple design procedures can no longer be used;
instead, it is necessary to ensure beforehand by analytical procedures
whether or not the systems perform adequately in every admissible region
of the state space. In the course of the present study, some of the de-
sired analytical design procedures were worked out in a preliminary
fashion. In order to enhance the effectiveness of these procedures in
aiding the design engineer, they will need to be further developed, tested
by' suitable computer' experiments, and published in the technical literature.
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VIii CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
In what follows, the main conclusions of the SRI study on adaptive
systems are given, and recommendations on the nature of further research
required to advance the state of the art are listed.
A. Conclusions
The adaptive concepts described to date in the technical literature
have, in general, not been subjected to the set of rules that are becoming
standard for the design of complex systems; that is, definition of objec-
tives and constraints, establishment of mathematical models, search for
optimizatiorl mathematics, and finally development of laws of control which
meet the applicable real-time requirements. The systems described in the
literature either lack these elements altogether (mostly the PF systems)
or do not provide laws of control applicable to real-time conditions
(mostly AS systems). These shortcomings, it is felt, explain to a large
extent the lack of satisfactory adaptive systems developed beyond the ex-
perimental stage.
It was found in the course of the study that the theory of combined
optimization provides a general mathematical framework for the analysis
and synthesis of adaptive systems. The various adaptive concepts described
in the literature can be viewed as computable approximations to the solution
of the combined optimization problem. It is possible, in all cases, to
describe the adaptive system by a set of differential or difference equa-
tions, to state the objective pursued in quantitative terms, and to deter-
mine rigorously (as opposed to experimentally) the set of design parameters
which optimize the particular adaptive concept under consideration.
The ultimate aim pursued by the designer_ of adaptive systems was
found to be twofold, vis:
(1) Performance enhancement of the system in the presence
of uncertainty, mostly about plant or environmental
parameters.
(2) Simplification of the measurement and/or controller sub-
systems or elimination of the need for accurate mathe-
matical models.
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If the first of these two motivations applies, the system is usually
quite complex ill comparison with the customary pnsition-cnntrol feedback
systems, and a conscientious and time-consuming effort to develop optimal
laws of control,which usually require a digital computer for implementa-
tion, is often ,justified. If the second of these motivatior_s applies, the
system may be as simple as a customary position control system; the
effort required to develop a workable adaptive concept can consequently
only be .iustified on a mass production basis, and the implementation
should not require a digital computer.
In the course of the study, the apparently novel concept of measure-
ment adaptive systems was developed. This concept not only has distinct
practical importance in certain large-scale systems but appears to lead
to a class of optimization problems of considerable theoretical potential.
The work performed in the course of this study not only encompasses
adaptive systems, but also the systems sometimes referred to as "learning."
The difference between AS systems and learning systems is insignificant,
and the mathematical techniques are identical in both cases.
B. Becommendations
[n this section, the authors endeavor t¢_ recommend which research
efforts should be encouraged to further the state-of-the-art of adaptive
systems and to bring about worthwhile and successful applications. These
recommendations are discussed in the following par'agraphs.
Of the two main aims pursued by the designers of adaptive systems
arid discussed in Sec. I-D-3, the first appears to need a much more sub-
stantial research effort than the second, because fairly efficient ana-
lytical procedures applicable to relatively simple adaptive systems now
exist.
Since combined optimization is the mathematical framework for anal-
yzing the various adaptive concepts, and since the solution to the
general combined optimization problem is not computable, it is recom-
mended that the study of computable approximations arid the search for
tractable special cases should be encouraged. The following possibilities
are suggested:
(1) Linearization and Gaussianization, which, if 3ustifiable,
leads to Kalman-Bucy estimator-controller structures.
6O
.lustification of this approximation has not been
established in the high-noise ease, and a q,antit, a-
tive assessment of the errors has not been made.
('2) Postulation of a strucLure of tile form
Uk+1 g(z_+ l ..... Z__ l, u_ ..... uk__ , p_
and subsequent optimization of the parameters p, as
opposed to direct solution of the dynamic program-
ming formalism of combined optimization.
(3) litilization and adaptation of gradient procedures,
particularly by interpreting the information con-
tained in the [_agrangian variables and functions.
Many of the analytical design procedures worked out in the course
of the study have not been checked by means of computer programs for
lack of time.. These checks, together with comparative analyses, will be
required to demonstrate the validity of these procedures. Specifically,
such programs should be established for
(1) The Iinearized approach to .AS system design, as
described in Appendix B
(2) The analytical design procedure for PF systems,
described in Sec. IV
(3) The design procedures for measurement adaptive sys-
tems, as described in Sec. VI.
In parallel with these general investigations, it will be necessary
to select worthwhile applications for the various adaptive concepts.
Recalling the two motivations for the design of adaptive systems, it
would appear that. the best examples can be found in the realm of rela-
tively complex systems where performance improvements rather than
decreased manufacturing costs are at a premium. The optimum tracking
programl°and the adaptive approach toward reliability enhancement 6'7 are
representative examples of worthwhile applications.
The optimum tracking program, of which a first version was estab-
lished in the course of this study, needs to be further developed in the
following directions:
(1) Modification of the control part of the present pro-
gram to ensure faster and more reliable convergence
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2) Check of the present program to determine its limitations,
and removal of these limitations to increase the value
of tile program as an evaluation tool.
3) Simplification of the program to make it suitable for the
real-time control of antenna tracking systems
4) Adaptation of the program to related tracking tasks,
notably ground-based and onboard laser tracking s_'stems
and star trackers.
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A PPENDIX A
COMBINED OPTIMIZATION THEORY
in this appendix a brief summary of combined optimization theory is
presented; for details tile reader is referred to Refs. 29 and 30.
1. Statement o|" the Combined Optimization Problem
Given
(1) A plant, described by
_rh(_ re
where
xk+ 1 f(xk,uk,w_,k) , (A-1
is tile state vector
x k
u k is tile control or input vector
u,k is tile disturbance vector, assumed to be white.
(2) A measurement system, described by
z k = h(xk,vj,,k) ,
z is the measurement vector
k
v k is the measurement noise vector, assumed to be white.
(3) The probability distributions
(a) p(x o )
(b) p(wt) i = 0 ..... N
(c) p(vt) i = 0 ..... N
(A-2
(A-3
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('l) The performance index
d [(X i , ui, i)}
( A -,l )
{5) The admissibility constraint
(A-5)
Fitld tile admissible controller that minimizes J, where
(1) A controller is defined as any algorithm that at time
k generates u k as a function of the present and all
past measurements (z_,...,zo).
(2) An admissible controller is defined as any controller
which, when used in the closed-loop system shown in
Fig. 3 yields admissible u
2. Solution of the Combined Optimization Problem
It carl be showri that the optimum controller can be broken into two
parts: an estimator, which calculates the condition probability density
?: k _= P(xk'/Zk'Uk-I ) where Z_ = z 0, ... , zk, etc., and a control law
u k = u_([;k). The estimator is governed by the equation
p(x_+l/Zk+l,Uk) --
p(Zh+l/Xk+ 1) f p(xk+l/xk,uj,)p(x_/'Zj,,U__l)dX k
x&
f P (zk+l/xk+ 1 )f P (x_+l/xj,,u_)P(Xj,,/Zk,Uk-1)dxkdXk+l
xk.t. 1 x k
p(xo/Zo,U_ l) =
k>0
P(Zo/Xo)P(Xo) (A-6)
f p(Zo/Xo)p(xo)dx 0
z 0
and the control law is found by solution of
ui 'J,+l _(_'_'u_'zi+l)'k + 1
I*(_#,N) = min L(PN, uN,N)
UN
k<N
(A-7)
00 ¸
WhY'F('
l*(T k,k)
±
= rain E ) L(f'::',,u,,i) ......
i_ k " " " u N t = k
L(I' . i )
z ;' t _
- E
t
- E
x t
Ilse has been made (>t' the fact that Eq. (A-6) takes the form
(A-8)
I k+ ] fk (i_&,uk, Z&+l
3. .Statement of the Linear Combined Optimizat on Problem
A very important special case of the combined optimization problem
is the linear cor, bined optimization problem, which occurs when the follow-
ing c(>nditions are met:
i) The plant and measurement systems are linear, i.e.,
2)
(a) xk+ 1 = Fkx k + Gku k + wk
(b) z k = O_x k + v k
The performance index is quadratic, i.e.,
(A-9a
( A- 9 b
(A-10
3) The probability distributions are Gaussian, i.e.,
A
m
(a) p(x o) = _l exp [(%-_0)r(o_l)-l(x0 -%)]
(b) p(w k) = c 2 exp (w_O_lwk)
A
(c) p(v k ) = c 3 exp (v_R-lvk)
(A-11)
(A-12)
(A-13)
where cl, c2, c 3 are constants of no consequence here and where:
A
Q-1 = a priori covariance of x 0
A,
Q,_ = covariance of the disturbance at time k
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(1) TILe prediction equations
A A
Xk+ /k = Fkxk k + Gkul_
A A
= FkPk _Fr + Ok an d (A-14)
9,' h C F e
(2) The regression equations
Xk+l k+l
A
Pk+l k+l
A
Xk+l & + Kk+l(Zk+ l - Hk+l'Xk+l/k)
A A A
Pk+l k Kk+lHk+lPk+l,'l '
X t
P
t j
Z
}
zX
,/
U
J
K/c+ 1
E (x /Zj , Uj
i_,
E[(x - x )(xJ _ A ) r/zj ]X z / i ' U 3
(Zo_ ..., Zj )
(IaO, . . . , U] )
A A A
r (H_ lPk r )-1Pk+t/kHk+l + +l/,_Hk+l + Bk+ ]
(A-15)
Control is given by
wheFe
Pk
5
u k - Kkxk/_
(G_Pk+IG k + R_)-lGr_Pk+lF k
Qk + Frpk+lFk
P N = Q N
Optimum performance is
FfP_+IGk(GfPk+IG _ + Rk) -1
A N-1
J in = xoPoxo + tr (PoQ_I) + Y A/3k
m k= 0
A A
A/3k = tr [Pk+lQk + P_+lPk/k ]
P_+l = Qk + F_Pk+IF_ - Pk
G_P_+IF_
(A-16)
(A-17)
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5. Tile Extended Kalman Filter
In this section, approximate solution of tile estimation equation (A-6)
is considered. Tile development is based upon application of perturbation
theory and linear estimation theory.
Consider the state and measurement equations*
x,+ 1 = f(x_,uk,k) + wk
z k = h(x_,k) + v k
(A-18)
Pi_.,ti_ ti,,n is investigated first. Linearization of f about xk, _ yields
ak+l
^ A A
/(i. k.u_ ,k ) + fx(x_,/k,u_,,k)(x_, - x_,/k) + w_, , (A-19)
_h_',,' tile gradient g (x) of a vector function g(x) is the matrix defined by
(t)(j) A _g(i) (A-20)g_
_x(j ' )
with the superscripts denoting components.
Letting
^ k) and x_ =xk+ 1 = xk+ 1 - f(xk/k,uk,
Equation (A-18) takes the form of (A-9a); therefore
A
x k - xk/jt
A A
xk+l/_ _ fx(^xk/k,uh,k)"xk/_
PJ, + 1,,"i
= 0
A A
_ fx(AXk/k,uk'k)P_/_f_(^xt/k'uk 'k) + Ok;
These equations need not be linesr in wk and v k but for simplicity only this case is treated; the
extension is trivial.
7O
or
A
_k +l, k _= ](_k/k ' Uk ' k)
A
^ ^ ^ k) +Q j,/. (*k/_,.k,k)Pk/kfr(xk/k,U_, (A-21)
'l'hesr are the approximate prediction equations.
th(_ 11
Lett ing
Now consider regression. If Eq. (A-18) is linearized about _k+l/k,
zk+ 1 _ h(_xk+j/_,k + 1) + hx(_+l/k,
A
k + 1)(x k - x_+l/k) + v_+ t •
(A-22)
Z_+t = z_+ t h k+l/k,k + 1)
Equation (A-24 takes the form of Eq. (A-9b); hence
r_
Xk+l h+l
A [ Z
_" Xk+l/k + Kk+l _+1 - h(_k+l,_,k + 1)]
Pk+l k+l '_ P_+l.k - Kl_+lh*Pk+l/k
A P, /'
--1
h r + R k )Kk+l Pk/k_lhr(h _Pk+l/k , +_ (A-23)
where the argument of h (_ k + 1) has been suppressed for simplicity.
x k+l/k'
These are the approximate regression equations.
The extended Kalman Filter is illustrated in Fig. 5
Can the use of the extended Kalman filter, which is heuristically
valid, be justified theoretically? One approach is to solve Eq. (A-6)
approximately and compare the results with the extended Kalman filter.
Bucy 45 has done this for the continuous time analog of Eq. (A-6), which
is a generalized Fokker-Planck equation. His results contain terms that
are not present in the continuous version of the extended Kalman filter
@hich may be obtained by limiting arguments from the results of the pre-
vious paragraph). Similar results have also been obtained for the discrete
time case in unpublished work by the author. Thus, to justify the use of
the extended Kalman filter for identification, one must show that these
additional terms are negligible in this case.
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The procedure just mentioned gives as all estimate of the present state
an approximation of tile most probable present state. Alternatively, one
may seek as an estimate tile most recent state on the most probable tra-
jectory. In the linear case these two estimates are equal, but in general
they will not be the same. The problem of finding the most likely trajectory
may' be converted to a nonlinear control problem and treated by dynamic
programming. 46 Unpublished work by Luenberger and a paper by Detchmendy
and 5ridhar 47 indicate that an approximate solution to this problem is
similar to the linearized Kalman filter, but again with extra terms. [tow-
ever, these terms disappear in the identification problem presented here;
hence, to justify the linearized Kalman filter on this basis requires
justification of the use of the most probable trajectory rather than the
most probable present state for estimation.
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APPENDIX B
APPLICATION OF COMBINED OPTIMIZATION
THEORY TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL
In this appendix (which contains the material of Ref. 6), the appli-
cation of combined optimization theory to the approximate solution ofthe
linear adaptive control problem by developing passive and analysis-
synthesis adaptive control systems is considered.
1. The l.inear Adaptive Control Problem
(1) The input/output relation*
Yk alkYk_ 1 + . . . ankYk_ n + _lkUk_l + . . . _nkUk_n
where
(2)
+ dk_ 1 + c2kdk_ 2 + ... cnkdk_n , (B-l)
Yk is the scalar output
u k is the scalar control input
d k is the scalar disturbance input, white in time, and
a b c are parameters; c_k knowntk' ik' ik
The parameter equations:
%+1 = F_% + _k
= a° + a r ¢aik tk -- k k
= b o + r
bik ik hik_k , (B-2)
* This is the most general input/output relation for an nth-order system with one control input, one dis-
turbance input, and one output, For multiple-input systems, more terms appear on the right-hand side;
for multiple outputs, there will be more than one equation,
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_r _| f* ['{"
wh{' l'O
where
{3)
_bk is tile parameter state vector
Ilk is tile parameter disturbance noise, white in time
P_k is a known matrix
a i _ , b i k are known vectors
a ° bt°k are the nominal values of a and btk' tk i&"
The measurement equation
zk = Yk + vk ,
z k is the scalar measurement
v_ is the scalar measurement noise, white in time.
{4) The statistics
P,
(Yl-n .... YO ) _'_ N(Yl-n/-I''' 'Yo/-i ,P /-1 )
d k _ N(O,O_)
v k _ N{0,_k)
A
+o _ N(_bOl-l,P_o/-t)
A A A
x "_ N(x,P) means x is normally distributed with mean x
h
and covariance P.
(5) The performance index*
(B-3)
(B-4)
where
N
J = "_ {qky2k + rku2h) ,
&=O
qk and r k are given scalars.
{B-5)
More 8eneral quadratic cost functions involving up to the last n - 1 outputa at a given time may be
treated with little increaae in complexity.
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Find." The controller which determines u as a function ofk
Z k = (z 0 ..... z_) for each k in such a manner as to minimize E(J).
Note that the assumption that the c _ are known implies that the
statistics of random effects on the system are known. Only uncertainty
in the structure of the system is considered in this appendix•
2. Formulation of the Linear Adaptive Control Problem
as a Combined Optimization Problem
1"o show that tile linear adaptive control problem is a combined
,,t, t imization problem, it is sufficient to make the following definitions:
Y_
Yk
I
tt_
A
X k = 10k
d k
m
0
0
0
0
0
d h
(B-6)
wh e r e
OLk -n -I
_k -I
for any scalar time function a_
From Eqs. (B-I), (B-2), and (B-6) the following state equation may
be generated:
D_ k + A y_
g_
xk+ 1 = f(x_,,uj,,wj,,k) = Pu_, + Au_,
l)dk* + kd k
* More general quadratic cost functions involving up to the last n - ] outputs at a given time may be
treated with little increase in complexity.
(B-7)
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wh_re
D -- n 1 × n 1 matrix - o]"1
0
A
= tl 1 x i matrix !]
a nd
T ,
= _rH* + a__+]y k +g _ wk'" k aO o T * T *l_+lY_ + h_+lu_ + b°lk+Lu_ + c-kd_ + d
H = Aky , + _a_,+_y k + B_u_ + bl_+lu k (B a)
with
T
A k
a T
--nk+ 1
G
T
a2k+l
o =
a_k
I o
nk+ l
o
2k+l
T} Eol_nk+ l nk+lT _ "Bk o =T o
2k+l 2k+l
c A
k+l
k+l
(B-9)
The measurement equation is simply
z k = h_(x_) + v_ = Hr_x_ = y_ + v k
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whe Fe
It _ =
"0'
I
0
0
0 .
Two comments are in order at this point:
(1) The dynamic behavior of the system is described by the
dynamic state vector
Yk
IJ & Y _
x k
U k
dk .
(2)
of dimension 3n - 2. This vector has almost three times
tile minimum number of n dimensions that are needed to
describe the behavior of an nth-order dynamic system.
The additional dimensions are necessary to facilitate
identification.
The unknown parameters of the system are handled by
augmenting the dynamic state vector with the vector _.
(B-IO)
(B-If)
3. Use of the Extended Kalman Filter for Identification
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the extended Kalman filter used in the
adaptive control system.
The equations given above describing the linear adaptive control
problem have the form of Eq. (A-l) with the simplification that h(xk,v _)
is linear. Hence by calculating fx and substituting directly into
Eqs. (A-21) and (A-23), the equations that simultaneously estimate the
dynamic state of the plant and identify its parameters can be derived.
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From Eq. (B-7)
D
ok +_ k
A
a ° + _a_ik +Ik+l I
0
0
b_ + 4_TBk
D
T
_ck
D
_T
Lol J
(B-12)
o is the transition matrix for the dynamic state, assuming theNote that F k
present estimate of system parameters are exact.
If the covariance matrices are partitioned in the same manner as f.
above, then
P_/k
_k+ l/k (B-13)
8O
and i f
G D
k
0
0
,
b o + _kb_lk+l lk+l
A
iJ
0
0
= distribution matrix for dynamic state
if 0 k is known,
(B-14)
then by substitution into Eqs. (A-21) and (A-23), the following results
are obtained:
Prediction Equations
AD AD
A T A, A
D D
= FkPk/kF_ + Qk + Qk
A
= "k--k / k --k k
WheFe
Qk -k -k/_F_ + --k--k/_--k + --_ -_/k
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AD
0 0
0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
A
F_ = transition matrix for plant if % q_,/_
D A
g_ = distribution matrix for plant if ¢_ = Ck/,_
pD
t / ] covariance of xD_ given Z i
Begression Equations
fi' D
X k+l/k+l
k
_k+l/k+l
P_+I k+l
P,
pep
k+l /k+l
A
P_+l/k+l
fi,
AD D (z -
xk+lfk + Kk+l _+1
A h"_ (z -
_k+l/k + k _1 k+[
A A
D D AD T
P_,+l /k Kk+lPkY+l/k
ACD AD T
Pk+l/k - K_k+lP_Y+l,/k
+l,/k - K ÷lPk{l/k
where
v{Y, is the variance of Yi given Z )
is the covariance between x D and y, given Z.
is the covariance between _i and Yt given Z. J
A
KD+I
A
g_,l
AD tk_yy
= pkY+l./k (,.k+l A )-1+ rk+ 1
A
+ rk+l )-1
(B-17)
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4. Passive Adaptive Control Systems
One obvious example of a situation in which linearized equations
are exact is where tile parameters are known exactly; hence one can expect
that tile linearized Kalman filter will work well when the amount of un-
certainty about the system is small.
"file final term of the regression Eq. (B-17) for updating the esti-
mate of tile parameter state contains P_+l/k as a multiplicative factor.
When the parameters are well known, this covariance is small and the esti-
mate of tile parameters is essentially the a priori estimate; hence, it is
reasonable to consider not updating the parameter estimates. If this is
done (i.e., identification is not performed and estimation of the dynamic
state is based upon the a priori estimate of the structure), then the
estimator still obeys tile equations given above, except that
_k+ l/k+l = _k+l/It
k+l/k+l k+l/k
(B-18)
This observation, which is true any time the linearized Kalman filter can
be justified, will prove of great use in the analysis of passive adaptive
systems.
Suppose that, in Fig. 6 the gain K 2 is set equal to zero. In this
case no identification is performed and the a priori estimate of the
system parameters is used in designing the estimator and determining the
control law. Such a system can be called a passive adaptive system--
passive because no active adaption procedures are used and adaptive be-
cause normal feedback provides some insensitivity to parameter variations.
In Sec. III-C it was pointed out that the effect of parameter un-
certaintyton the plant was equivalent to a disturbance noise with co-
A
variance Q_. For r_ = 0, i.e., no measurement noise.
A A
• = _o+o_ Fo4 r (B-19)Qk "k --k/k--k
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From Eqs. (B-8) and (B-12), F D¢ has the form
rDq 5
0
0
0
wheFe
Therefore,
M k
n k
_k+l
Bk
0
blk+l
(B-20)
(B-21)
A,
9,
. ° , 0 9;
0
0 0
0 ... 0 0 ... 0
0 0
0 0
(B-22)
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wht' I_t _
T A
T D* T * ,
:'_ D Q_ xO + 2x o o + u_rku (B-23)xk k k S--k uk k
Note that since P_ (:an be calculated a priort (since no identification
rake's place), 0k° , 0 and r k car, be determined -p,-torL.
Even though Q_ is a function of the dynamic state and control, it
is of such a form that linear theory can still be applied. The develop-
ment begins with the assumption that
^o r o + b (B-24)I(Pk,k) = xk Pkx_ k
Substitution of Eqs. (B-16), (B-22), and (B-24) into control Eq. (A-7) yields
DT D + bi+l)/Zi }= min E((y_q k + u_r_ + Xk+lPk+lx_+ 1
u k
2 U_Fk t_DAD G_uk T A= min [Y_qk trkx_/h
a k
T * T * * 2
A T A
+ tr [.Pk+l(F°kP_/kF_ + Qk)] + bk+ 1] (B-25)
Y is component of Pk+l corresponding to y_.where Pt+l
Note that this recursion equation is the same as would be obtained
if the a priori estimate of the plant were exact but the performance
index were
N
n D T O _ _ 2d = E _ (x_ T_D'_kxkD + zx k _ u k + r_ ) , (B-26)
k=0
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wbe re
i
0
9 ... 0
=
0
0
qk
0
0
0 0
0 ... 0 0 ... (
0 0
0 0
k = P_+I sO
i = r + Ykk 1 r*rk k P + k
The primed quantities cannot be calculated before the minimization; how-
D' D' O'ever, P_+I will be available in time to compute Qk , _, , and £k when
they are needed.
The minimization of Eq. (B-25) can be carried out by completion of
squares; Ref. 8 contains the details. The results, which are similar
to those of Appendix A, are
where
tzDA D
U k = -_kXk ,
, D T -1 D T D,T
(EL Pk+IF_ + _k )
(B-27)
and
D I D T D T D t
A T A
b_ -- tr [P_+I F°kPi/kF_ + O_)] + b_+l (B-28)
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Performance is given by Eq. (A-17) of Appendix A, with
A A/)
x0 = x0 /-1 =
A
YO/'-I
0
0
(B-29)
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A PPEND IX C
MEASUREMENTADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
This appendix presents the proof that the plant control and measure-
ment control can be optimized separately for the special case given in
Sec. VI-C.
Substitution of Eq. (42) into Eq. (A-8) yields
A T pT A
L([:Jk,u_,k) = x_/kQkAxk/_ * uk R_u_ + Ik(u _) * tr [P_/_Q_] (C-l)
With the assumption that
, ? T f M
I*( ,_i+t, k*l) : Xk+l/k+lPk +lXk ÷] ,k+]_ + Ik+ 1 + b k+ 1 (C-2)
use of Eqs. (A-14),
E {l*(_:::k+l,k + 1).fJ_
Zk+ l
A-15), and (40) implies
FI .... p T ,, , p( _x_/k + G_%) P_+I(F_x_,_ ÷ Gk%) tr f_jg_+l(Pk+l, _ - Pk+l /*+1 )]
'_ (C-3)
+ I_+| + 6k+ 1
Equations (C-I) and
in Ref. 29:
whe re
x
>
C-3) are derived with the aid of the identity, proved
E [xrQx] : 7rQx + tr (PQ) , (C-4)
E(,)
[(x - 7)(x - ;)_]
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Use of Eqs. (C-l) and (C-2) in Eq. (A-7) results in
I*(3'k,k) = mi n
P ,_
uk,u k
r _ pTn P
{AXk,kQkx_/_ + U k tlkU k
A p T A
+ lk(U _) ÷ tr _k/kQk] + (FkAXk/k ÷ Gku _) Pk+l(FkXk/k + bkuk)
A A
+ tr [Pk÷l(Pk+l/k - Pk+l/k+l)] ÷ Iffq + b_+ 1
= rain _/ A pT p
,kQ_x_/k ÷ % Rku_
P
u k
(Fk_x + Gtu_)r A + Gkuk)]
_,'k P_+l (Fkxk/_ + bk+l
A A /'
+ rain {/_(u_) + tr [Pk+l(Pk,i/k - Pk+i/k+1) + Pk/kQk ] + 1_+i }
u k
A
AT _ A
I*(ICN,N ) xN/NqNXN/N + tr [Ptc/NQN] (C-5)
The minimization over u_ can be performed by completion of squares (see
Bef. 29 for details) to yield Eq. (A-16) for Pk" It is also seen from
Eqs. (C-2) and (C-5) that if
bl = tr (P_,IQ_) ÷ b_+ 1
(C-6)b N = 0 ,
then from Eqs. (A-14) and (A-17),
A A A
M ]I_ = min [/k(u M) + tr (P*k+lPk/_ + PkPk/k P_+lP_+l,_+l) " I_+1
M
u k
if,
M =I N tr [PN/NQN ] (C-7)
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Equations ((;-7) are tile dynamic programming equations for tile de-
terministic control problem:
Minimize
N- 1 A A /'_ k
X [l_(uf) + tr (P_+IPj,/k + P_,P_/k - Pk*,Pk+l/k*l ) + tr [Ps/tgQlv]
k=O
N-1 A A
E [l_(u_) * tr (P_,IP_/_)] + tr (PoP0/0)
k=O
(C-8)
A
subject to tile recursion equation for Pj,/j, obtained by combining
Eqs (A-14) and (A-15) The summation in the right half of Eq. (C-8)
is identical with d* of Sec. VI. Since P0/0 and P0 are independent of
u M for t 0 .... IV- 1, it follows that the deterministic control
t
problem ,just stated is equivalent to the one given in Sec. Vl.
g3
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